If there ever was a time to be caveat, and vigilant with acumen on this matrix that you participate in whether voluntarily or involuntarily, then you must engage in it as if your life depends on it, because it does. You must step up your game to make your transition possible so that what is conceived by you can be achieved by you before it’s too late. Time is of the essence with no leisure to be pusillanimous about the destiny you must create for yourself despite the obstacles that are hurdles in your path. It is all about what you perceive to be real that lets you evanescent from this holographic planet or to be political in your choices for your own survival.
I am referring to you and the gold dust that was encoded within you which brings its own kind of uniqueness and harmony with the environment that is in tune with you and appreciates and accepts other melanin properties. Those who oppose and reject it out of envy will rival relentlessly to impregnate the world with everything that can be concocted to destroy anything that is not a mirror of them. One thing is for sure, and that is the system on this melanite planet cannot duplicate it, or create it, because this gift of melanin was given to the chosen people of color. What an awesome present to be endowed with, as well as, in tuned with on this living, and vibrating organism-Earth! Again, wake up from your sleep and realize the seriousness of your challenge in making every effort to reveal the god in you by being no less than who you were meant to be. The song “Wake up Everybody” is a plea to rise and do your part in making things happen for your own continuation as well as for others who reflect your sentiments because that’s what time it is. Guard the door of your physical, mental, and spiritual domain because if you don’t then you will be responsible for your own destruction!!!

The Supreme who grew Supreme Beings and kissed them with melanin, as of melanite, the great high explosive power of life, the melanite offspring of Paa Re “the sun” or as their own bible recounts it in Psalms 84:11: “For the YHWH Eloheem is a shemesh “sun” and shield. The YHWH will give grace and glory. No good thing will he withhold from them that walk uprightly.” It says there YHWH is a sun, Online Bible Strong’s Hebrew 8122 Shemesh’ Chaldean to Hebrew to Arabic shamsu. The sun is the true source of life on this planet earth. Without the sun all that lives will die. The sun is also the highest brightness in the heavenly sky; the light of the heaven and earth, also called the savior in their bible records as Malachi 4:2 states, “but unto you that my name shall the SHMESH “SUN” of righteousness ARISE with healing in his wings...” And that is recorded all over ancient Egypt as the sun disk with wings. Nine mind.

Life, power, and energy come to the physical body by the sun’s rays and its interaction with melanin and serotonin. Only melanite children, the Golden Ones, Nuwaupians, have that link to RE “sun.”

Re is the point, not the actual light. The rays of energy depart the sun 93 million miles away. Once he finds his children the Negroids “Blacks” Rays hit and enter their melanin, dark skin and enter inside their black bodies and illuminates. This is why we were called in ancient time “the illuminati” or “illuminated ones.” This does not happen to other races or sub-races. The sun rays are attracted to black color and repels white, so it’s read in their own New Testament St. John 1:5 which says, “And the light shineth in darkness; and the darkness comprehended it not.”

You were the first so you will be the last to stand when all other races fade away if they don’t choose to start to respect nature and her Supreme Race, the children of the sun, the melanin-ite children, Africans, then fate is their only answer.
All Africans are one race regardless of where in Africa we live today or what we call ourselves. We are the Supreme Beings; the God and creator of all others. It bears worth repeating that we are the first and the last, the King of Kings and Ruler of Rulers. We must return to our divine state as Gods not mere men.

The process of breathing in oxygen transforms the color of the being manifesting the positive charges through the melanin. There is melanin and neuro-melanin, which is a form of melanin found in the peripheral nervous system which is the central nervous system.

The Luciferians who are the Halaabeams, Flugelrods or Hulub, the fathers of one of the albino races today tries to reduce the importance of melanin, they being of all the creatures on the planet with melanin, the most melanin recessive. Yet, controlling propaganda and the media they try to hide the very word melanin. They also try to reduce the importance of melanin by overlooking the significant difference between brain melanin and skin melanin properties. Neuromelanin does not run parallel with your skin melanin. Whether white, red, yellow, black, brown, or albino, neuromelanin plays an important role in the functioning of the brain and nervous system.

As I have mentioned before, melanin was a gift to you from your parents the ANUNNAGI Aluhum, and the scientists who protect it are called Dunaakial. This was a gift being the finest of the refined chemicals known to your species. It was given to you, the Melanin-ite children, being that you were pro-created as a New-Being or Nubian. It dwells in your very essence and in your environment. The melanin that is throughout your body is the same thing that colors this planet Qi, now called Earth. The very thing that colors the bark on trees brown, the soil of the earth, everything that lives, the fowl of the air, and the fish of the sea. And as you know Negroids were the first huminu created or incarnated or materialized on this abode.

The adverse forces once in physical form started the making of fake, false, artificial, and synthetic, cross breeds, plants, and fruits without seeds, fake metals, plastic, and work on Human robots. The same happened with music, tones, sounds, and persons. You become out of your mind and in his mind. In time you can no longer contact your own mental realm because you have become one with them and their world. Look at how the slave master has transformed his Negroes. Look at the change in our own children.

Know that it does not matter what color your skin appears to be. Know that all genes in all creatures on this very planet earth known as Gaia, “the living organism” have melanin, for all things are coated with melanin. Melanin is the most ancient and worldwide pigment in living organisms. It is found in abundance in the original organisms such as fungi as well as advanced primates. Thus, within each and every living organism, melanin appears in that which aids the humins body, and all parts that allow it to function, such as in vertebrates.
It not only dwells in the skin, eyes, ears, central nervous system, pineal gland, pituitary gland, thyroid gland, and the barathary gland; It is also found abundantly in the inner parts of the body including the heart, lungs, liver, kidney, intestines, the arteries, the muscles, the gastro-intestinal tract, and the gonads. Melanin controls all mental and physical activities.

Melanin is an extremely stable molecule, and highly resistant to the digestion by most acids and bases and is one of the hardest molecules to ever be analyzed.

If you do not purify your melanin molecule that lies within you, you will not heal your body of its ailments. It is vitamin B that keeps melanin clean within you. Know that it manifests as pigmentation in the skin. It appears as different shades and hues, colors being black to brown, from red to yellow to white. It is the amino acids tyrosine, found on each strain of your DNA that controls the hues or shades of color.

There are 6 different types of melanin carrying beings that are known to you. They are of different hues from very dark brown to the blackest of blacks. They are found in the depths of the Land of Nubia called Africa today, and the Land of the Frogs called North America. They live near the equator. From the Land of Kemet, where the original Nuwbuns, those of the black hue dwell; to the Kuwsh in the land where the original Ethiopians live, those of the greenish hue; to the Nigerians, those of the brown hue; to the Bushmen of Zimbabwe, those of the yellow hue; to the Sudanese, those with the copper tone, reddish brown hue. It is also seen in Muses in America, those who mixed with the original Hopi tribes are the real Native Americans tribes in America, as the ancient Nubuns who originally crossed over the Atlan also called Aztlan from the word Utla meaning “vacation” before the division of the continents.

While mixing with the cursed seed of Canaan the Caucasians there are certain climates that change these descendants of the Halaabeam, Flugelrods into different hues, such as red, or brown. Yet they can be easily distinguished from the original Nubians who range in hues from dark brown, yellow, or red.

The wrongly called Negro varies in shades of all of the above, all producing an abundance of melanin in your skin. This inheritance of melanin is inherited from generation to generation.

Again you have a Caucasian who has blonde hair and blue eyes, descendants from the Hulub, Flugelrods, who are now living in a cavern beneath the Antarctic. They are the fathers of the Nordic race, not to be confused with the Canaanites whose leprosy is the result of a curse of albinism, cast upon Ham the father of Canaan by Utnafishtim called Noah, after the craft that rested down on the surface of the earth after the waters decreased.
The albino seeds name comes from the sea Albion called the White Island. It is in the land of the Saxons and the Angelicas called Brit today. These Hulub, Flugelrods are originally from the Aldabaran star constellation, and the Pleiades. They produce extremely low levels of melanin.

According to Dr. Jewel Pookrum M.D. Ph.D., there are 6 types of melanin that have been identified and classified from 1 to 6 bases on concentration and activity. Type 1 individuals usually have pale skin and produce very little melanin. They have a Celtic background and usually originate from Irish, Scottish, or Welsh groups. Melanin type 2 and 3 are also associated with what anthropologist identify as the Caucasian race. Type 4 individuals however are lightly tanned, and their skin color ranges from pale yellow Japanese, Chinese, Italians, Greeks, Spanish and red Indians who belong to this type. Their production of pheo-melanin is of a moderate level, and they present a moderate risk for the development of skin disorders and organ imbalances. Type 5 and 6 individuals range from brown skinned to very black-skinned. Type 5 melanin is found in ethnic groups such as Mexicans, Malaysians, Puerto Ricans, and certain other Spanish speaking people. Type 6 or true eumelanin is found in Egyptians, Ethiopians, Nigerians, American Africans, and Australian aborigines. They always have black hair and very dark brown to black eyes. Their incidence of skin abnormalities and other aging phenomena are very rare and slow to develop under normal conditions. Melanin in its most concentrated and purest form is black. It is black because its chemical structure will not allow any type of energy to escape once that energy has come into contact with it.

There are multiple chemical reactions that happen within the melanin molecule that allows it to have total energy saving efficiency when these reactions are completed within the melanin molecule. No energy is reflected away from the surface of the molecular structure. In all western countries, skin melanomas (cancer) are doubling every 10 years.

What is the importance of this thing called melanin? The pigment melanin is responsible for the color of skin. When melanin does not appear in the skin, it is a deficiency; however this has nothing to do with the amount in your brain called neuro melanin and the rest of your organs. For instance, albinos will still have a certain level of melanin in their heart, arteries, and liver although they lack it in their skin.

This deficiency comes about because of the absence of melanocytes, that synthesizes the melanin is deficient, which interferes with the journey of pigment cells to a developing embryo. The deficiency of tyrosine, which is a copper containing enzyme, that works as a catalyst or vehicle that causes the production of melanin and other pigments from tyrosine.

These cells called melanocytes are responsible for all the colors of hair from yellow to black. The trees have melanocyte cells in the deeper epidermis that produces this dark brown pigment called melanin. The pigment is introduced into nearby cells through the “branch tips” of the melanocyte cells, in units called melanosomes.
Hair turns gray when the melanocytes die. There are different textures of hair, 6 ether to 9 ether. Hair can be straight, 6 ether meaning 6 point melanin, wavy, curly 7 and one half point melanin, or kinky. Nine point ether and it is that kinky or kingly hair that was given to you from your parents the ANUNNAGI Aluhum.

Then there are those beings who are Albinos. This genetic disorder Albinism is a group of genetic disorders affecting one out of every several thousand humans and other animals. The first being Canaan himself. His curse was the removal of the divine, which was the reduction of melanin thus cutting off his family ties with the Aluhum. He transformed from a son of the Aluhum to a Son of Sam. If you are born albino, and if both your parents are albino then you can only be an albino. This is because your parent does not possess any of the dominant genes. Albinism if carried in the genes of Nubians, will produce an albino offspring, and mixing of your seed depletes your melanin. Melanin has physical properties and personality traits which distinguish it from others. Melanin smells sweet. Your body is dedicated to making melanin which has 9 substances of its own as long as you eat reasonably.

Eating the improper foods or overeating overloads your body as well. Overeating over-exerts all of the organs in the body just to digest the food, which is why you shouldn’t eat after a certain time, because it keeps the body constantly working when it should be resting. Then your connection is blocked, thus disease manifests. Melanin is deranged only when it becomes toxic and any individual who might have toxic melanin will act in a very similar manner, that which is primitive, animalistic, and barbaric. You become what you think you are or believe you are. What you put in your body and the way they advertise drinking lots of etheric alcohol to un-tune you, or mixing your body fluids with anyone to un-tune you to your powers has detrimental consequences. That is not good if you think outside your own genes. This is why there is a great concentration on drugging Nubians of the Western World and then blame behaviors created by the powers that be to induce tribulation in their life. There is also a group of scientist who study black people only to see what affects us negatively that won’t affect them. They are terraforming your blood stream-damning it up so that they can change it to get your hydro electricity from it. These geneticists are extracting all kinds of perverted forms of electrical impulses that come out as your behavior. So yes the effort to assault persons with a high concentration of melanin is and always has been a relentless over indulgence of a preoccupation to make sure that everything possible known to man is implemented to destroy us as a race to the point of extermination. This is because of a sick paranoia of mental genetic and destructive genetic instability.

According to Dr. Jewel Pookrum, M.D. Ph.D. in her book Vitamins and Minerals from A to Z she says, “Melanin is synthesized and distributed by specialized cells known as melanocytes, within the organ of the body.
Melanocytes synthesize melanin through a series of bio-chemical reactions beginning with the intake of amino acid phenylalanine. Each step in the production of melanin requires certain nutritional components and particular minerals, vitamins, pyridoxine, copper, riboflavin, pantothenic acid, tyrosine, and phenylalanine. Each biochemical reaction in the chain is controlled by a specific enzyme. If all the specific enzymes, vitamins, and minerals are present, the pigment melanin is produced in considerable quantities. Melanin is produced and the individual has dark skin, black hair, and brown eyes. If any of the enzymes are nutrients or deficient or relatively inactive, the individual manifest a pale skin color. Hair will be light or blond, and eyes will be hazel or blue. The occurrence of a state of depigmentation is directly related to the genetic inability to produce a sufficient amount of melanin.

As the black man and woman (Homo sapiens) left the African continent and began to populate the world (200,000 years ago according to science) they also went into Europe during an ice age. The African body was use to substantial amounts of sun light (that produced vitamin D) and a variety of nutritional components and particular minerals and vitamins, including B-vitamins, pyridoxine, copper, riboflavin, pantothenic acid, tyrosine, and or phenylalanine as a food source that allowed the body to produce sufficient amounts of melanin. As these nutritional components and the lack of sufficient sunlight, was not present in the European environment, melanin could not be produced sufficiently. Over time this resulted in the calcification of the pineal gland and a mutation of what we now call races.”

Another important aspect concerning us as a people is the pineal gland. This gland is a tiny organ in the exact center of your brain about the size and shape of a kernel of corn. According to medical science, the pineal gland is the first gland in your body to be formed. It is clearly distinguishable about three weeks after conception. It was discovered that the pineal gland produced a hormone called melanin. Melanin is a pigment associated with blackness and it plays multiple life giving roles in the body. In the book *Melatonin*, by Russell J. Reiter Ph.D. and Jo Robinson it states “not only does this amazing hormone counteracts stress, minimizes the symptoms of jet lag, and regulates biological rhythms, it may even help protect against cancer, reduce the risk of heart disease, and play a role in how long we live.” Your blackness is a great fortune not a curse. The human brain shows images of (the black dot) your pineal gland.

In the book *Melanin a Key to Freedom*, by Richard King M.D. states, “The study of melanin in the human form and throughout nature is a precious key that will unlock the chains of mental slavery that imprisons the minds of African people throughout the world. Despite the current small dance to the tunes of mis-education, massive destruction of ancient African university libraries, scientific and beastly nutritional practices that produce chronic states of illness with fragmented and poorly developed inner visualization, natures own records of black melanin remain quite intact and in step to a vast and far greater
cosmic tune. Melanin itself on a philosophical plane is a black chemical/biological door through which the life force of African spirituality passes in moving from the spirit realm into the material realm. The physical identification of the melanin black chemical/biological door in humans is presently the subject of intense study by many laboratories throughout the world utilizing a wide array of advanced tools of science. Yet this is old news, a rediscovery of an old African science practiced by Africans who were free to use their will to do the work to shape their world into the actual forms seen in their dreams. The dreams of inner vision were known by these angelic Africans ancestors to be the inner vision images of heaven as seen by their own souls.”

Your ancient ancestors knew that the pineal gland (the black dot) was the seat of the soul, and it was through the pineal gland that the soul rises from the lower nature in the body to the higher nature. Your ancestors knew that upon activation of the pineal (the third eye) gland the soul meets God face to face or more properly become a god and astro project to the stars where your true origins and home is.

The geneticists know who you are as a people and again I am reiterating the fact that the handwriting is on the wall and if you open your eyes to the realization of what is happening around you and to you, then you will be able to beat him at his own GAME. Geneticists are saying that they need to create a new man and a new womb man (woman) whom they feel will function in the right way. They feel that finally through gene engineering all possibilities are open for them. They now have ways to escape their own physiological lock down in this paradigm. All we have to do is genetically alter the fact that we don’t have the ability to make the melanin. We don’t have the ability to protect ourselves from the higher frequency of light that are going to inevitability come to this planet and it isn’t just higher heat it’s higher information. That’s why they are going to start getting melanoma; because the melanin is cleaning genetic house. That’s why they have to change the infra structure. They have to start milking and blending certain blood types that come from between. The geneticists are already terraforming the human body and they are using the body itself and how it defends itself or how it acclimates to higher frequency of consciousness.

They are already growing them in pig wombs and sheep wombs. Maybe you can see why the powers that be want control of women’s reproductive organs. These geneticists are trying to disturb the order because the exodus is now! It’s getting ready to happen. Your self realization energy will lead you out of the land of bondage in this 3 dimensional consciousness time zone and they have to stop it. The journey starts within. Don’t let them prevent your journey by polluting you with all kinds of synthetic drugs, unnecessary blood work, unknown injections to extract substances from your body needed for their experiments for their advancements.
The only way you are affected or can be affected is in the blood stream; the essential level to spirit, light synthesizes and condenses and liquefies into the blood stream, the direct connect. Question everything because your job is to inquire!!! Today genetic change or modification is neither involuntary nor evolutionary but coercive invasive, and aggressive-unnatural. Genes are now being manipulated to serve a temporary agenda with devastating consequences in the long run. He is a creature unto himself. Humanity cannot become a part of his reality.

As we prepare to enter the new age, we must prepare ourselves by meditating daily and keeping our blood clean. One way to do this is to drink chlorophyll daily. Chlorophyll is the first cousin to melanin and it is a blood cleanser. It will help with the chem.-trails and other poisons in the air, water and the food chain. Remember that vitamin B also keeps melanin clean within you. The responsibility lies on you to save yourself. No one can do it for you but YOU! The need for dependency from a system that dictates your inevitable failure is sheer suicide. You are gods and goddesses who control your destiny or fate. It lies in your hands to stop the assault on your melanin, a precious gift, given to you by your ancestors because you are like no other. Again, you create, design, manifest, choose or however you wish to make real; for you know that whatever your decision, make it your own because the choice is yours and yours alone.
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